EAN Research Fellowship
Interview of host department with possible fellowship grantee

Possible setting for this interview:
Online or in-person meeting of about 15 minutes, performed by host department head + future mentor (and ideally 1-2 other members from the host department).

1) Open questions (ice breakers) from host to applicant
   a) What parts of the broad specialty of neurology are you attracted to most, and why?
   b) What are your plans after completion of your residency program?
   c) Did you have a special positive experience in your career already, and can you tell us about it?
   d) Did you have a bad experience, and how did you handle this?
   e) Is there anything you would do differently next time?
   f) What are you really good at compared to your fellow residents?
   g) Why have you chosen the EAN fellowship programme?
   h) Do you have any questions for me/us?

2) Knowledge/expertise of applicant (suggestion to use only internally for host to check if applicant can do the work in the department with knowledge of foreign language)

   Interview scoring (1= poor / 2= good / 3= excellent)

   English Language =

   Existing Knowledge =

   Social Interaction/adaptability =

   Sum Score =

This form can be used as a guidance for the host/mentor, and will not to be used as scoring item for EAN when reviewing the fellowships.